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Address S.C. TERMO CONFORT S.R.L. 
str. Avram iancu nr. 44 
loc: Sighetu Marmatiei 
jud: Maramures 
cod: 435500 

Country Romania

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Supplier of

Windows - The ideal solution to achieve a pleasant and peaceful environment to the interiors of homes and apartments. Window systems Innonova
70 The Innonova 70 was first presented at the exhibition Fensterbau 2000 in Nuremberg , the series that satisfies the most demanding requirements of
thermal insulation.

Door Systems: Innonova ELEGANCE

Windows made of wood or PVC, very careful execution and tracking of incadrarii in all the required technical parameters make each window a
Schindler.

Doors

Door trim panels - TECOPANEL ornamental panels are German origin , made in different designs and stained glass are filled with foam PVC
synthetic quality. Are good thermal and sound insulation. They are lightweight , resistant to mechanical shock and moisture. They are easy to clean
and maintain with flat surfaces.
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